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design: SHELLY BORTZ

The kitchen – command central – of the rural
Van Meter ranch home of Bill and Susan Knapp:
Distressed cherry woodwork meets granite
and stainless steel in a work space designed
to accommodate two. Susan and one of her
daughters often cook together.

design: SHELLY BORTZ

Horse Country
Bill and Susan Knapp hit the westward trail
by CRAIG SUMMERS BLACK • photos by PAUL GATES
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usan and Bill Knapp do have this
wonderfully luminescent view: The
great room, the many decks, the
summer porch, the limestone terrace
– they all look down on a heartshaped infinity-edge pool that seems to pour right
into their backyard lake way, way, way down below.
The other best thing about the view, at least
according to Susan: “I can see my goats from my
makeup mirror.”
And how many other women can say that?
The Knapps – yes, he’s the developer of nearby
gated excloo-city, Napa Valley – moved to this rural
Van Meter acreage from their 5,500-square-foot
Glen Oaks enclave in fits and starts, a chronology
that goes something like this:
CONTINUED aa

Blue candlesticks and similarly hued hearth stone in the great room (left) pick up the heavenly
tones of the Knapps’ all-around sky-high, down-to-earth views.
Even the front door (right) lets in sunlight. Says their decorator, Rosalie Gallagher, “In this house,
the outside is as important as the inside. When you walk in, the eye goes out.”
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• Five years ago, they buy 92 acres of rolling
pasture land for Susan’s horses, but fail to
persuade the owner of an adjoining 10 acres
and a little house to sell. So they forlornly
sell the 92 to some friends – but then their
neighbor changes his mind and sells them the
10 and the house and the barn.
• Not long after, the friends kindly sell them back
the original chunk of land saying, “You never
should have sold this.”
• And Susan begins the renovation with a sense
of priorities born only to a committed horsewoman: She decides to redo . . . the barn.
“It was a mess,” she says. “A total wreck.”
Only then did they make a perfunctory pass at
the existing little house – their “weekend cabin.”
CONTINUED aa

Bill and Susan Knapp (far right) spent a little more than a year turning a weekend ranch house
into a full-time ranch home. “Every room makes sense for their lifestyle,” Gallagher says.
The wine library and tasting area (left) and the dining room buffet by Bob Cooper (above, near
right) reflect the Knapps’ love of entertaining. “I love to cook,” Susan says. “I got a blue ribbon at
the state fair for my spaghetti.”
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“We didn’t do anything structurally. We just
painted it and tore things out.”
But last summer, the Knapps decided it
wasn’t enough.
“Bill had said, ‘You’re spending so much time
out there, if I’m going to see you I’m going to
have to build out there.’”
They called in their A-team: builder/relation
Mark Haviland, builder/colleague Don Beamus,
designer/landscaper Ted Lare and designer/
decorator Rosalie Gallagher. Their mission: to
plot what the heck they were going to do with
this steep-hillside project.
And just as Abe Lincoln once said that the only
stipulation on the length of a man’s legs were that
CONTINUED aa

The spa in the master suite (left) is Bill’s favorite part of the house. It includes whirlpool, steam
room and two-way fireplace with a hot tub just outside its doors. A massage table is fitted to cover
the bathtub. The sconce (left and above) is one of two male and female figures.
The upstairs powder room (right) features diffuse lighting and a shimmering vessel sink.
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they reach the ground, so too did this house
construction continue until it finally met the
ground below.
“Seriously,” Susan says, “when we started out,
we didn’t know what we would end up with. Bill
thought we were just putting an addition on. That
didn’t happen. It just evolved.”
One thing she did know, however, was the
project had to take advantage of the view.
“I really wanted to bring the outdoors in. We’re
outdoors kind of people, decky people. We’re
CONTINUED aa
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The game room downstairs (above)
has direct access to the infinity-edge
pool. The Japanese grass blinds here
and in the great room are motorized.
Photovoltaic cells trigger a whisperquiet motor to raise and lower
them so the sun can’t overheat the
windowed rooms.
A miniature teepee (near right)
doubles as a light in the greatgrandkids’ room.
The Sticks game table (far right) was
commissioned to reflect the whole
family’s love of the Iowa State Fair.
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outside as much as we can be. So all the tones in
here are to match the outside. I wanted blues in the
great room, on the floor, and Rosalie said, ‘There is
no blue outside.’ I said, ‘Look out there. Look at all
the sky. It’s all blue out there.’”
While the bones of the old house are still there
somewhere, the new house flows up, down and
around from that starting point.
“We didn’t tear it down,” Susan says. “We
worked around it. That’s why there are so many
interesting angles.”
CONTINUED aa
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The theater room downstairs seats six. “For Christmas, we’ll
probably have a bar in the spa, put a dessert table in the wine
room and have a movie going in the theater.” Susan says.
Fashion-forward Sadie keeps watch on the household at
all times.
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Also, there were a lot of voices around their
planning table. And, like a poker game, you win
some, you lose some.
“Right,” she says. “You just do it. But we’re so
happy with it. I can’t think of a thing I’d change
– although we ended up with 8,000 square feet,
which seems insane. But we do use every room in
this house.”
Much of the beauty of this country aerie is
inherent in the site itself, the reason they built
on the old place, so close to the road.
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“It’s so private,” Susan says, almost sighing.
“We have neighbors, but we have privacy. We
love the lake and our neighbor’s landscaping.
We’re putting in 70 trees – see those markers?
We already put in probably 40 trees – maples,
oaks, evergreens. We want it green in winter,
too. And you can see the stars – they’re
so bright.
“This area is still kind of a secret, so you
probably should watch what you write.”
CONTINUED aa

The view from the great room (above left):
101 acres of rolling Iowa countryside. “I
wanted the pool to be a darker color to
match the lake,” Susan says, “but Bill used
his veto power on that one.”
From the hot tub, visitors can enjoy the
expansive views or keep tabs on guests
on the main deck and in the screened-in
porch (above).
A horseshoe driveway drops guests at the
front door of the house (left), which bears
no resemblance whatsoever to its previous
incarnation.
December 2005 Des Moines HOMESTYLE
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She’s kidding. But . . .
One more thing, on a serious note, she says.
“We absolutely love it out here. Bill Knapp has
never been so happy.” N
HOMESTYLE senior editor Craig Black did indeed keep the
exact location of this little piece of paradise secret. He lives
just down the road.

“A house has a spirit – it has an an energy,” Susan says. “When you walk in here, you feel a
positive energy.”
Sport and Angel (below) are the miniatures of the ranch. Think of them as animated lawn ornaments.
Appearances can be deceiving. Despite this wooden thoroughfare (right) the Knapp ranch is not
(quite) in Madison County’s bridge country.
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